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Siloam
Village

Situated at the beautiful
Lake Gariep & the
16 000 ha Oviston Nature
Reserve
(located in the middle
of the country)

Reservations:
011 955 6800 * 082 465 9826
Email: siloamvillage@gmail.com

Pure Karoo
@ Lake Gariep

Leadership Camps •

Adventure Camps •

Holiday Camps •

Sports & Eco Camps •

School Camps •

Environmental Camps •

Team
building

Fishing
Star Gazing

Boating
Swimming

Hiking
Bird

  Watching
Game

    Viewing
Obstacle

    Courses
Quad

       Biking

Can Sleep 250 people

w w w . s i l o a m v i l l a g e . c o . z a

Accompany 10 students from your school on our holiday camps
and receive a R4000 cash back, loads of adventure & empowerment
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ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP INDUSTRY

WHERE ARE WE HEADING TO?
By Pieter Snyman
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Adventure Education; Outdoor
Education; Adventure Based
Learning; Outdoor Learning

Experiential Learning; Experience
Based Outdoor Learning and

Development Training.

These are all concepts used all over the world to
describe more or less the same thing.

All over, but more specifically in South Africa we
are making use of these concepts to describe
Experiential Activity in the Outdoors where
participants are challenged to step outside their
comfort zones, to weigh their skills in relation to
the perceived risk in the upcoming activity or
experience. By some academics it is called
Challenge Education. That being a situation
where participants are challenged by
themselves, the group, their educator or a
facilitator or all of the above as part of a
comprehensive programme and process.

South Africa has a booming Adventure, Team
Building and Outdoor Facilitated Camping
industry. The challenge is that these industries
are not properly regulated or even coordinated at
present. Fortunately their are organizations that
have implemented processes to bring about
some type of standards and best practices in the
industry.

Examples of such organizations are the
Adventure Recreation Association (ARA) and
Christian Camping Southern Africa (CCSA)
whose qualifications and skills are overseen by
The Extreme Life Educational Trust and whose
trainee database are run by Experience Tracking
and Verifications Systems (ETVS).

In South Africa we have too move towards a
system of combined assosiations and
structures, which will ensure consumers having
access to the best providers for their specific
requirements.

Through educating consumers, questions will
arise like:  “Are your facilitators properly
trained? Is the specific centre affiliated to any
national body? Do you have a health and safety
representative on the site? What is your medical
or first aid procedure? “

By changing the industry to a more focused and
regulated one, longivity for the industry as a
whole will be ensured.

At the moment quite a few positive and exciting
things are happening which can counter these
fears or questions from the industry. The
following are examples of initiatives supporting
the drive for standards and quality:

1. Registered Unit Standards applicable to
the Adventure Recreation field (SAQA)
www.saqa.org.za

2. Adventure Recreation Association (ARA
Training Scheme – and framework)
www.ara.co.za

3. Christian Camping Southern Africa
(CCSA Training Scheme – and
framework) www.ccsa.org.za

4. Christian Camping Southern Africa
(CCSA Governance Manual and Policies)

5. Extreme Life Educational Trust (Providing
Programmes and Training to ARA & CCSA)



    The answer would be for all Outdoor or
Adventure Development Centres and Team
Building operators to affiliate or start to align
with anexisting body. Then empower the body
to move forward by means of joint individual
expertise.

On the other hand consumers of such services
will have to start asking the appropriate
questions and realise what could happen on a
legal and accountability level if they make use
of a Centre or Provider whom have not adhered
to best professional practice.

In the coming editions we will tackle a few
relevant topics and issues in elaboration to this
article.
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     6.  Experience Tracking & Verification

 System (ETVS – Database for

 qualifications &

 Experiences, online logbook)

www.etvs.co.za

7. South African Bureau for Standards
(SABS standards writing initiative)

8. Tshwane University of Technology (TUT
New Qualifications 2016)

9. Department of Tourism (Adventure
Tourism Operators Self-Regulation in
Adventure Tourism)

10. ALLES Magazine (presenting a platform
where amongst other disciplines



           By Dewald Venter
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 Serious accidents that occurring during

outdoor adventure activities are deplored by ev-

eryone. Such events, mercifully rare, raised great

public concern and highlight the need for teach-

ers, instructors, guides, leaders and providers to

continually aspire to practice and apply the high-

est standards of risk management.

However, sometimes professionals, in their zeal to

capitalise on the growing interest in an activity, will

ignore fundamental safety measures and that has

led to an increase in the risk for adventure pro-

gramme accidents and injuries.

 The public obsession with safety and liabil-

ity and an ever greater aversion to any kind of risk,

threaten the availability of adventure programmes

in a meaningful form as people increasingly seems

to expect an outdoor adventure experience to be a

risk-free, error-free and a controlled package - like

a series of computer disks - without uncertainty of

outcome, but the uniqueness of adventure activi-

ties are that it is inherently risky.

Accidents occur because of unsafe site

conditions, unsafe actions and errors in judgement

on the part of both participants and adventure

leaders.  Risks vary from site to site, situation to

situation, client to client and can also depend on

the type of adventure programme the leader in-

tends to provide.  However, consumers of outdoor

adventure programmes have no certain way of

evaluating the safety of these programmes for

themselves or their children.  Thus, the outdoor

industry at large would benefit from embracing a

culture of safety.

 Adventure risk management entails main-

taining a balance between the level of risk associ-

ated with an activity and objectives of the

programme, with the safety of participants and

staff being paramount.

By putting active risk management at the

core of adventure young people are given a superb

arena in which to develop their skills in managing

the uncertainties of life, but only if there is enough

uncertainty of outcome in the process for risk-man-

agement to be real.  The aim should be to provide:

better education in life skills;

improvement in the ability of partici-

pants to manage risk in their own lives;

and

real adventure.

When risk-management in adventure activities

is prioritised, it is often unclear whether the primary

aim is to manage the immediate risks for partici-

pants and staff, or the secondary risks arising from

litigation and adverse publicity.  Some operators

place excessive importance on the threat of litiga-

tion and pay less attention to direct management of

the actual hazards that could lead to accident, to

injury and, ultimately, to negative organizational

consequences.

In reality, most energy  and resources should

be focused on managing the risks directly associ-

ated with the delivery of the adventure experience.

If the safety of staff and participants is properly

controlled, most of the threats posed by litigation

are negated.  The most effective defense against a

charge of unlawful killing is to ensure that nobody

gets injured or dies in the first place.



So how do I manage risks?

Recognise that there are objective hazards

you just don't want to experience – avoid them. This

can be done initially in your selection of venue and

to remember the human dimension, thus be selec-

tive about the programme selection for various

groups of participants.

Group composition and number should be

taken into consideration together with the hazards

that are likely to be encountered. A small group

and/or a high skill level may make the risk of an

accident lower and therefore the activity may be

acceptable. This may not be the case with a different

group composition which has a lower skill level that

may require more instructors/guides.

Rules - the problem with rules is that you are

dealing with dynamic situations. The outdoor envi-

ronment and human behaviour, this mean that cir-

cumstances may change and rules might be ignored.

When rules are made, evidence suggests that posi-

tive framing makes a difference, for example:  “we

wear a helmet when we go climbing to protect our

head” is more likely to produce the required re-

sponse than “you must wear a helmet when we go

climbing”.

One apparent incongruity in the accident

figures may help to support a positive approach to

safety management whether dealing with groups

that are deliberately risk taking or ones that are

simply taking risks to be somewhere. Keep a thor-

ough incident recording file (actual case studies) that

can be used as evidence to warn others.
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Although self-reliant groups often get lost they rarely

have accidents, it seems that most accidents that

happen to students occur when they are accompa-

nied.

Thus, students are more likely to concentrate when

the responsibility is theirs.  Include them in your risk

management strategy.

Take a positive attitude to risks. Rather than

avoiding the risks or simply make all the risky deci-

sions your-self, adopt an approach to brief the stu-

dents fully on the nature of the situation and give

them the skills and resources to manage the risks for

themselves. After all, this is how we all get to learn

how to cross a road and the purpose of adventure

programming.

Dewald Venter is a Lecturer in the Adventure Tourism
Management qualification of the Tshwane University of
Technology (TUT), a registered CATHSSETA Adventure
Guiding Assessor and an Executive Member of the Ad-
venture Recreation Association (ARA).



ADVENTURE
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ARA accommodates any organization or person interested, or wanting to align with,
practices and standards of the Adventure and Recreation based learning environment.
ARA has been around since 1987. It was instrumental in the setting up of unit standards
for the industry with the first training scheme. ARA is well known in South Africa. During the
past 3 year ARA has trained more than 500 new facilitators.ARA is currently busy re-writing
and aligning its training scheme and operation procedure.www.ara.org.za

CCSA welcomes any organisation or person interested, or who wants to align with the
practices and standards of the Adventure and Camping based learning environment to
join. All affiliates must have a Christian ethos (see our webpage). CCSA is a member
association of Christian Camping International (CCI). Currently CCSA has around 130
affiliated entities (centres and individuals) constituting more than 500 people. CCSA has
its own training scheme, and governance manual which is available to its members and
provides training, networking opportunities, publicity and support. CCSA is also working
on establishing a buying group which will ensure discounts, rebates and other
advantages to its members.
www.ccsa.org.za

CCSA - Christian Camping Southern Africa

Extreme Life Educational Trust
This non-profit trust was set up as a Life Skills development resource. Extreme Life has
developed various resources in Life Skills, Camping practice, Facilitation etc.  Extreme Life
is currently overseeing the administration of CCSA and ARA training schemes. Currently
developing more resources for our industry.snymanpieterl@gmail.com

ETVS is a new online confirmation, tracking and verification system for all qualifications and
programmes. Ensuring quality is managed this system will allow facilitators to upload
certificates and log all experiences they have acquired (only after being confirmed). It will
allow clients to first go check out the status of facilitators before booking a specific service.

www.etvs.co.za

ETVS – Experience Tracking and Verification System

TUT – Tshwane University of Technology
TUT is currently presenting various programmes to support the Adventure Based Learning
scene. The University is busy planning a new Recreation certificate programme that will
focus on Adventure Based Learning. The idea is a block courses which will make it so
much more accessible to all.

Other organizations representing the full spectrum of Adventure Based Learning or specialised areas are welcome to
contact us
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Tips on Packing and Gear for Camp
Plan Ahead — Living out of a Backpack, Duffel Bag, Suitcase, or Trunk
Review Camp Packing Lists
Label Everything — Classic Iron-on Clothing Labels, Dishwasher Safe Vinyl Labels, Laundry Pens
Break in Shoes and Boots Before Camp Begins

Headgear

Clothing

Footwear

Gear

Bed and Bath

Bathroom Kit

For The Teachers

Check with camp on policies for electronics, musical instruments, sports equipment, and special gear.
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LEADERSHIP
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Strength Training — The Power of Camp
Ethan Schafer, Ph.D.
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       When I was fifteen, I was in my

sixth summer at a traditional camp for

boys in New Hampshire. One night after

dinner, my counselor from the year be-

fore (a six-foot, five-inch English rugby

player) asked me if I wanted to throw a

baseball around. We spent an hour or two

playing catch and talking about whatever

came up. I don’t remember the specifics

of our conversation, who else was there,

or what was going on around us. What I

do remember, and still enjoy thinking

about, are the positive feelings that re-

sulted from having the undivided atten-

tion of someone I essentially worshipped.

For some reason, this particular event

stands out in my mind, though there were

hundreds more like it over the course of

my camp career. As a former counselor

with fifteen years of experience, and now

as a mental health professional specializ-

ing in working with children, I am con-

vinced that the cumulative power of

small moments like these illustrate the

unique manner in which camp helps chil-

dren reach their full potential.

Why is Camp So Good for Children?

Many camp professionals will describe

their camp community as a family. I can’t

think of a more accurate description. One

of the reasons that well-run camps are so

good for children is that they emulate the

processes found in what psychologists call

authoritative families. Parents who are

authoritative provide their children with a

great deal of structure and have high ex-

pectations of their children, while simulta-

neously providing a high degree of

emotional warmth and encouragement.

. They can be distinguished from parents

who are permissive (high emotional

availability, but little structure and low

expectations), or authoritarian (high ex-

pectations and structure, but low on emo-

tional warmth and encouragement).

When I work with parents, I often de-

scribe permissive parents as the

“spoilers,” and authoritarian parents as

the “dictators.” There are literally de-

cades of psychological research support-

ing the conclusion that authoritative

parenting is most likely to result in chil-

dren who are happy, independent, and

secure in themselves. Good camps are

like good families: clear expectations are

given, rules are enforced in a fair and

sensitive manner, and campers are given

warmth, respect, and encouragement.

Substitute “camp counselor” for “parent,”

and we get the “big picture” reason for

why camp is so good for children.

What about My Child?

Good camps also help children by match-

ing their programs to the developmental

level of the child. Psychologists will often

speak of “developmental tasks” or “age-

appropriate challenges” when discussing

what children of different ages need to

learn in order to develop appropriately.

Camp is one of the few areas of your

child’s life where the program can be

matched to specific needs and develop-

mental tasks, helping children make the

most of their natural strengths. In my

opinion, the camp experience is superior

to most schools in this regard, as camps

make no assumption that all third graders,

for example, need to learn the same things

or be treated the same way.

Keeping in mind that children of the

same chronological age can vary widely

in terms of emotional, social, and intel-

lectual development, the following can

be used as a general set of guidelines for

what you can expect your child to get out

of camp whether your choice is a day

camp close to home or an overnight camp

in a neighboring state.

Children — Four to Six Years

Although children of this age may seem

too young for camp, almost all of them

can benefit from day camp, and in more

precocious cases, overnight camp. Young

children are learning how to explore their

world, gradually spending more time

away from their parents’ side. Day camp,

or a brief, overnight camp is an ideal place

for young children to experience being

away from their parents in a safe, nurtur-

ing environment. Good camps will have

many structured, productive activities

such as crafts and field trips that also help

children get used to following a schedule.

There is also no substitute for constant

interaction with other children under adult

supervision when it comes to developing

social skills necessary for a successful

entry into school. The staff-to-child ratio

at most camps here will often be much

better than that of a school or day care.



Children — Seven to Nine Years

Elementary school-age children are an entertaining group.

Their interests change frequently as they are exposed to

new ideas and opportunities. Think of this developmental

period as one enormous “trial-and-error” episode, where

children will “try on” all sorts of different likes and dis-

likes. Camp is a particularly good match for this age group,

given the chances to participate in activities that are un-

likely to be available elsewhere: archery, horseback riding,

hiking, sailing, or nature exploration, as well as more

typical activities such as team sports. The variety of activ-

ities offered at camp fits nicely with this group of children,

who are often especially open-minded about trying new

things. Social development is also critical in this period, as

early friendships are formed and the child’s individual

personality begins to express itself.

There’s an old saying in psychology that all parents believe

the environment is everything, the "nurture over nature"

school . . . . until they have their second child. Some

children are simply born more introverted, preferring to be

in small groups or alone; others are born more extraverted,

enjoying large groups and being the center of attention.

Either way is fine. What summer camp provides, because

of the sheer amount of time young children spend playing

with each other, is the chance to experience the structured

and unstructured social interactions of childhood that allow

them to determine what kind of person they are going to be.

Children — Ten to Twelve Years

Children of these ages are beginning to define their indi-

viduality. Particularly in girls, this period of time is charac-

terized by great variation in physical and emotional

development. As those of you who have what the media

calls “tweens” in your house can attest, one eleven-year-

old can still be engrossed in cartoons and action figures or

dolls, while another spends an hour getting ready for

school, seems obsessed with the opposite sex or who did or

did not say “hi” to them in the hallway, and so on. I have

worked with several children who voiced the frustration of

feeling forced to “be too grown up” on one hand, as well

those who are tired of “being treated like a little kid” on the

other.The variety of social, athletic, and outdoor activities

offered through camp addresses these issues very well.
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  If your child is still “young for his or her age,” camp

will allow them to spend time with other children doing

“kid stuff’ until they are ready to move on. The more

“mature” child will have similar opportunities with older

children, without fear of being ostracized. Whatever

your “tween” child is ready for, camp provides a safe,

supervised set of opportunities to explore and define

individual interests and motivations — a wonderful gift

for children as they enter adolescence.

Children — Thirteen Years and Up

Adolescents aged thirteen and older may benefit the

most from the unique opportunities offered through

camp. One of the common myths of adolescence is that

it is somehow normal to be extremely moody, irrespon-

sible, and self-centered. While this is certainly the case

for some teens at certain times, it is not the norm. Unfor-

tunately, teens are often victims of a self-fulfilling

prophecy: When we expect them to behave like stereo-

typically rebellious, troubled teenagers, we are in danger

of acting in ways that elicit these behaviors. Camp is a

tremendous way to reverse this process. Older campers

have opportunities for service and leadership that are

unrivaled compared to most other summer activities

(working at the local strip malls or fast food restaurants

come to mind.) For example, older campers will often be

given positions where they serve as role models for

younger campers. For many teens, this will be the first

time they are given responsibilities, and most will jump

at the chance to prove themselves in a positive way.
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As part of a close community, older campers also learn

that they can leave a constructive, lasting impact on the

people around them, helping them develop first-hand

knowledge of the benefits of service and altruism.

The Summer and Beyond

Camp allows children to be exposed to a diverse group

of people, interests, and activities where they are given

the opportunity to try, fail, try again, and succeed in the

context of a supportive environment. Challenges at camp

are real and they require sustained effort to master. The

sense of accomplishment children get from mastering

these challenges is therefore also real, and enduring.

Campers can develop a personal sense of security and

self-confidence that will help them be comfortable in

their own skin for the rest of their lives.

Ethan Schafer specializes in working with children and
families. He holds a Ph.D. in child clinical psychology
and writes frequently on topics surrounding child devel-
opment and camp.

Originally printed in CAMP Magazine, reprinted by
permission of the American Camp Association © 2005
American Camping Association, Inc.



Upcycling is the process of converting waste materials or useless
products into new materials or products of better quality or for better

environmental value.

Upcycling vs Recycling vs Reusing

Recycling in easy layman’s terms would be taking a waste product
and breaking it down back into its original form.

Where reusing is where you use a waste item in its current form for
another purpose.

Upcycling on the other hand is somewhere between recycling and
re-using, a form of recycling but where the product is slightly changed
(or not) and then used for another purpose in a way that benefits both
your economics and the environment.

The first recorded use of the term Upcycling was by Reiner Pilz of Pilz
GmbH in an article by Thornton Kay of Salvo in 1994.

In developing countries like South Africa, where new raw materials
are often expensive, upcycling is commonly practiced, largely due to
impoverished conditions.

Upcycling is a great educational tool to use in class or as a camp-craft
activity. This wonderful programming medium ensures whole brain
stimulation and allows learners, and even adults, to apply creativity,
strategic thinking, problem solving, group roles, leadership and a
whole lot more.

The application could be a means to an end with regards to personal
and group development and or to educate participants in the values of
upcycling.

Acknowledgements:

 This background has been compiled from Wikipedia and gives ac-
knowledgement to Kay, Thornton (11 October 1994), “Solvo in Ger-
many – Reiner Pilz”,SalvoNEWS(99):14 and to the book “Wastes –
Resource Conservation – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle”, Environmental
Protection Agency 2009. Eco Centre, Koppiesvlei Outdoor Education
Centre, for photographs and information.

Chris Eksteen (Director - Koppiesvlei Outdoor Education Centre)
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Kids and Healthy Lifestyles
Run, Jump, And . . . Eat Vegetables!

With childhood obesity affecting one in five
children, camps play a vital role in turning
back this national trend. Camps are impor-
tant partners for parents and children who
want to make positive changes that keep
kids active and eating right all year long.

The Culprits
Health professionals agree that numerous
environmental and social factors are at play
when it comes to the eating and exercise
behaviors of young people. The era of
“walking uphill two miles to school every
day” is long-gone for most kids, and with the
availability of buses and carpools, most chil-
dren no longer walk to school. Playing out-
side is also decreasing with children
spending much more time indoors than chil-
dren ten or twenty years ago.

It’s no surprise to concerned parents that
many children spend too much time with
inactive technology, devoting as much as
three to five hours a day to TV or comput-
er-related entertainment. Almost everyone
is familiar with the Food Guide Pyramid,
but not many people are as familiar with
the Physical Activity Pyramid. According to
the Council for Physical Education for Chil-
dren, sixty minutes is the minimum amount
of physical activity recommended for chil-
dren. Ideally, children should engage in
flexibility games and exercises as well as
muscular fitness activities at least three
times a week, have active aerobics, active
sports and recreation activities be a part of
each day’s activities, and gather many of
the sixty minutes of moderate and vigorous
activities from outside play, games, walk-
ing, and other physical exercise. Camps
offer an optimal environment to encourage
varying levels of physical challenges, teach
lifelong active recreational pursuits, and es-
tablish opportunities to learn active lifestyle
behaviors.

A Healthy Attitude at Camp
Camps and their staffs make sure that
camp programs offer opportunities for
healthy and active living. If children begin

to change some of their food and activity habits
at camp, they might be able to transfer some of
these behaviors when they return home.

How do camps help? For starters, camps con-
tinue doing what they do best, which is focusing
on the positive development of children. Camp
is, after all, for kids.
• Camps can help children learn to like foods that

are good for them by presenting good choices
in a fun, safe environment.

• Camps can provide older children and young
adults as mentors for the children, to support
positive, healthy
behavior.

• Camps can teach children that physical exer-
cise is fun and can be an activity of choice over
television and video games.

• Camp environments can become the safest ac-
tivity-oriented learning center outside the school
system by working in
tandem with education and nutrition.

Food and Nutrition at Camp
Many camps look for innovative, fun, tasty ways
to provide healthy choices and decision-making
skills to their campers.
The following list includes some “tried-and-true”
techniques found at camps:
• Teach children to alter food preferences by

giving
them good choices

• Offer taste tests, expose children to new
foods

• Encourage eating breakfast
• Offer new exercise/activity programs
• Reduce “fast food” and junk food for snacks

and side
dishes (chips, cookies, candy, etc.), provide
healthy
options at the snack bar or camp store

• Educate children about healthy eating and
knowing
when to stop eating

Physical Activity at Camp
Most camp programs are synonymous with ac-
tivity from walking to field games, and the best
camps challenge themselves every year by of-
fering fresh activities to draw in new campers
and excite returning campers.
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What works
• Physical fitness fun with contests and

games
• Active role models at camp
• Physical activity that doesn’t require lots

of equipment
• Activity teams or “walking buddies” pro-

grams
• Positive feedback on the process of doing

your best, emphasizing participation rather
than winning or being the best

• A wide variety of new and traditional ac-
tivities, sports, and games

• Focus on fun and gaining a healthier life-
style

Social Support
If young people see peers and adults they
admire, like their counselors and other
campers, engaged in enjoyable active pur-
suits, they will likely want to model a simi-
lar behavior. If your child’s favorite
counselor routinely engages in games,
swimming, hiking, and other enjoyable ac-
tivities, it’s easy to imagine that your child
will follow suit.  In the company of new and
old friends, these new adventures, as well as
the shared, nutritious meals are simply more
rewarding.

Camps can play a vital role in contributing
to lifelong patterns of exercise and excellent
nutrition. Camp is a great place to offer
good food, great activities, a positive envi-
ronment, safe and secure location, and most
of all, fun.

Adapted from the article, “Kids and Healthy
Lifestyles,” by Viki Kappel Spain; M. Debo-
rah Bialeschki, Ph.D.; Karla A. Henderson,
Ph.D., published in the September/October
2005 issue of Camping Magazine; Reprinted
from CAMP by permission of the American
Camp Association; copyright 2006 Ameri-
can Camping Association, Inc.

Originally printed in CAMP Magazine, re-
printed by permission of the American
Camp Association © 2006 American Camp-
ing Association, Inc.
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10 FACTS ON HEALTHY LIVING

EATING HEALTHY

EXERCISE DAILY

1. More than 1/3 of adults and 12.5 million children and teens in the
    US are obese. In the last 30 years obesity in children has trip pled.

2. One can of soda contains 10 teaspoons of sugar. The average
    American adult drink 500 cans of soda per year. That = 52 pound
    of sugar.

3. A survey was done Grade 9-12.  13.1% of these teens admitted to
    skipping breakfast in the last 7 days, while 11.3% had drunk
    3+cans of soda per day.

4. In the same survey 15% of the student were over weight and 12%
    admitted to starving themselves for 24 hours in the last month to
    try and lose weight.

5. Breakfast is the most important meal of the day as it feeds your
    body and mind.

6. Teens need 9+ hours of sleep. Less than 1/3 get 8 or more
     hours.

7. Physical activity is especially beneficial to a healthy body.

8. Food that don`t expire   =  Not good
    Focus more on fruit, vegetables, lean meats, whole
    grains,  low-fats and above all, moderation in what
    ever you eat.

9. The rate at which your body burn calories when
    you are resting is called “resting metabolic rate.
    ” if your calories are not enough for  this to
     happen your body goes into survival mode.

10. It is recommended that teens take in at least
      2100 calories per day. But it is also important
      to base your intake on how active you are!
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Challenge Education – A Model for Programming

Challenge Education (CE) is a concept not often re-

ferred to or talked about, however a lot of research has

been done on its dynamics.

Smith et al. (1992) indicates that CE could be regarded as

a quite complex interwoven concept with a variety of

related fields in support of the CE  methodologically and

supporting the facilitation of learning. These fields are

unpacked to be Outdoor education; Adventure educa-
tion; Camping education; Somatic education; Aware-
ness education; Humanistic education; Recreational
education and Experiential education. The role of the

following forms of education has been important to CE:

Health education; Group dynamics education; Family
education; Spiritual education and Indigenous edu-
cation.

Over the years providers of CE, of which Adventure

Based Learning is part of, has attempted to put together

most exciting and effective programmes. International

practitioners and researchers like Dewey, Kolb, Everard,

Bisson, Itin, Priest & Gass, to only name a few, has

published extensively on the dynamics of effective pro-

gramming.

All models or frameworks have more or less the same

elements. Elements like sequencing, progression, activity

categories or stages, facilitator skills and so forthare

common focus areas in these discussions.

Observing some of the findings of the above researchers

I compared a typical programme at a South African out-

door centre and established a preferred model that could

be appropriate as a general approach in South African

situations. The following is a suggested model comprising

of some, but not all variables.

Learning Environment:
Learning environments should as far as possible include

both indoor and outdoor settings. The alternative for a

mixed setting is to only do the programme in the outdoors.

Indoors is the last preferred option as it is too similar to

the norm of conventional education.

Factors that affect the learning experience:
It should be noted that small things are perceived as part

of the programme and not necessarily only when the

facilitator starts with the ice-breakers. Factors like how

participants were informed about the event (how it was

framed), how pleasant or unpleasant was the transport to

the event, how was the group composed of (gender, race,

interest groups etc.), the skill of the instructor or facilita-

tors, visual or scenic impressions of the venue, refresh-

ments, ablution, weather, etc.

Training approach and considerations:
Preferred groups size of between 1-10 membersis ideal

for small group facilitation.  Follow learning by doing

approach. The presence of risk in activities (perceived

risk, not real risk as challenge and adventure cannot be

without risk). Stepping outside the comfort zone. Appro-

priate reflection intervals. Problem solving (personal and

group), and an element of competition (healthy competi-

tion).

Programme process:
Proper participant preparation and communication of ad-

equate information.  Programme stages that move from

awareness, through trust, goal-setting, individual problem

solving, group problem-solving to debriefing. Ensuring

progression and increased physical and mental complex-

ity. Adapting activities to coincide with the various stages,

overlapping in some areas.
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Although reflection is an outcome of the activity process,

it is also important to ensure continuous opportunity to

consciously reflect as an individual or as a group.

Potential growth areas:
If all the variables are included, facilitators are skilled,

activities are diverse and challenging ranging from

games, music, art and craft, problem solving, and a

healthy balance of risk, then the following outcomes are

possible (off course the more it is repeated the more it is

strengthened):

Acquiring balance skills; affirmation skills; awareness of

nature; building of physical strength;
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clarification of values; communication skills; conflict reso-

lution skills; cooperation skills; environmental sensitivity

and skills; physical exercise; greater reflective thinking;

leadership skills; logical reasoning skills; mutual support;

new friendships; outdoor skills; planning skills; problem

solving skills; respect for others; self-confidence; sharing

in decision making; skills that will enhance your academic

performance; taking responsibility for self; taking respon-

sibility for group/others; team work skills; trust in others;

use of time and resources.



DISCOVER OUR HERITAGE AT THE
AWARD-WINNING MAROPENG

Situated in the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site, Maropeng serves as the official visitor’s centre for this.
The venue recently scooped the Best Overall Tourism Establishment 2013 and a prestigious gold award for the Best Educational
Tourism Experience at the sixth annual West Rand Tourism Awards.
Other accolades at the awards included Best Eco Tourism Establishment, Best Meeting, Incentive Conferencing & Venue and
Best Site Guide.

At Maropeng learners can explore the mysterious nooks and crannies of the Sterkfontein Caves, and discover the wonderful
world of our past and future at the interactive Maropeng Visitor Centre, complete with underground boat ride, fun educational
displays, real fossils and lots more.
“Learners of all ages should pay a visit to not only learn about their ancestors and this important heritage right on their door-
steps but also how to care for their home planet now and into the future,” says Tony Rubin, Managing Director of Maropeng.

Resource packs, available to schools and given to teachers to use as guides, will enhance the learner’s Cradle experience ensur-
ing the excursion is educational, interactive and fun. The curriculum-linked resource pack is brimming with fascinating and
practical educational material such as worksheets and suggested activities.  Teachers will be able to prepare learners before
their visit and give them follow-up assignments afterwards.
“The pack is carefully integrated with the South African education curriculum, and has been endorsed by the National
Department of Education. Learners at any level, studying any learning area and field, will be able to engage with appropriate
content in the exhibitions. It has been specifically designed for teachers to structure their own educational excursion in order to
gain the most possible from their experience,” comments Rubin.

Hominid House at Maropeng offers comfortable budget accommodation for school, sporting and tour groups.
The four dormitory-style rooms sleep up to 120 children or adults with separate communal bathrooms for boys and girls.
Guides, teachers and leaders are accommodated in neatly appointed single rooms. Meals are served in the public dining area
and packed lunches can be arranged on request. Sporting equipment is provided for activities like volleyball, table tennis,
basketball and mini-cricket. A slip and slide can also be arranged through Maropeng.
“There is also the option of additional educational and fun activities for learners such as star gazing, and other outdoor activities
such as a specialised tour with a scientist or a tour to an excavation site. So, educators round up your learners and bring them to
the Cradle of Humankind for an exciting adventure!” concludes Rubin.

To book your 2014 class outing email info@maropeng.co.za or call (014) 577 9000 or for more
information about Maropeng’s “spokeshominid”, Harry, follow Harry on Twitter on @harrythehominid.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT NICOLLE KAIRUZ ON (011) 463 6372 OR NICOLLE@FINDLEYPR.CO.ZA
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Schools new attitude on doping
Jaco Barnard
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 I attended a talk presented by the Gauteng
School Governing board and SA Rugby’s Boksmart
Programme.
The speaker was Marius Botha that serves on both
these committees.

Before 2014 the parent of a student had to give au-
thority for schools to do urinal doping test on their chil-
dren if they were u/18.  If the parents did not consent,
the school had no legal authority.
Doping tests were the the responsibility of schools,
and no funding was given by governing sporting
codes.  Although schools took a pledge from the Insti-
tute of Drug Free Sport that they would combat dop-
ing,  no test were done due to the enormous cost of
these test.  This fact was well know amongst athletes.

Rugby players got tested positive at the u/18 Craven
week, and even more failed their test at the u/16
week. My opinion is that these players got tested on a
normal supplement that were contaminated. The HFL
tested 111 products in 2013, on which the label infor-
mation claims the product to be safe. 12 were contam-
inated!! These test were done in the UK, a regulated
market.  In South Africa, these figures could be much
higher as it is still a fairly unregulated market.

There have been recent cases of kids that failed tests
in the last month, but the details are not available yet,
as there are certain procedures that needs to be fol-
lowed before athletes and their schools will be ex-
posed.

New schools law 2014: The use of performance en-
hancing substances are now included in the “drug
test-law” that schools are allowed to do with their
learners. These were normally done for Marijuana and
other drugs.  Now parents  don’t have to give their
permission for these tests.  Furthermore, SA Rugby
and other governing sporting bodies now won’t allow
an athlete to participate if the parent have not signed
the form to allow doping test. These are already being
implemented and Pro-active schools like Garsfontein
High School in Pretoria.

Not only will the athlete get a two year ban from all
sporting codes, but the schools law stipulates that the
individual will also be expelled from the school.
Tests are now funded by government! Meaning the
provincial bodies together with SAIDS will do random
test at school events and at all the school games!!!
We have seen it the 1st time in January when they
tested athletes in Bloemfontein at the Free State Na-
tional swimming championships. There are a definite
action against athletes that use contaminated prod-
ucts
The schools loose league points for each positive test
and the media report on each of these tests, which
can result in the school’s reputation to be destroyed.

The time has gone where schools and school athletes
can use the “dumb card” to get out of trouble if a dop-
ing test are failed. Responsibility has to be taken and
acceptance of  the consequences if athletes are
tested positive.

Take steps to ensure that the supplement brand you
use are tested by the HFL in the UK. They are a certi-
fied laboratory in the UK that can test food supple-
ments for the presence of banned substances.  Do not
settle for in house testing.  If the suppliers can’t supply
you with the HFL tests on their products, it’s probably
because the products aren’t tested.



why
Sport?

health job

development fun

     INTERESTING FACTS:

Fishing is the biggest Participant
sports in the world

Soccer is the most attended or
watched sport in the world

Golf is the only sport that has
been played on the moon

WHY IS SPORT
IMPORTANT?

Every person has to be active every day.

Physical activity stimulates growth and it improves physical and
emotional health.

People who are more active are less likely to suffer from high blood
pressure, diabetes, cancer of the colon, obesity and coronary heart
disease later in life.

Exercise also relieves stress!!!

Sport affects our development  of self-esteem and self-worth!

Sport can also determine a career for your child! Sport could be
something they love so much they want to do it for the rest of their
lives. So you as a parent or teacher should give each child the
opportunity to grow a love for sport!

We all need exercise, we all need to be healthy , we all need to be
an example.

So be wise!!! EXERCISE!!!!

- Elmay Preller
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Magoebaskloof Adventures
083 866 1546
www.magoebaskloofcanopytours.co.za
Obstacle course, Evening activities, Adventure activities,
Wilderness hiking

Moholoholo Mountain View
082 907 5983
www.moholoholo.co.za

Knysna Forest Tours
Info@knysnaforesttours.co.za
www.knysnaforesttours.co.za
Guided MTB Tours, Walking, Hiking, Canoeing, Kite surf-
ing, Surfing

Emerald Casino
0169828380
www.emeraldcasino.co.za
Adventure, Swimming, Games, Animal park

Maropeng
014 577 9000
www.maropeng.co.za
Excavation site, Cradle of Humankind, Museum, Caves

Bush Babies Monkey Sanctuary
012-258 9908
www.monkeysanctuary.co.za
Walk through the indigenous forest on elevated wooden
walkways, and experience a variety of exotic monkeys
In a natural environment.  Structured guided tours are on
the hour, every hour from 09h00 to 16h00

Elephant Sanctuary - Hartebeespoortdam
012-258 0332
www.elephantsanctuary.@mweb.co.za
Touching elephant experience

Elephant Sanctuary - Hazyview
013-7376609
Elephantmrkt@mweb.co.za

Elephant Sanctuary - Plettenbergbay
044-5348145
Crags@elephantsanctuary.co.za

Kamoka Bush Camp
083 298 9945
www.stithian.com

Harkerville Forest Lodge
044-5327777
www.harkerville.co.za
Forest chalets, Log cabins, Guest house, Bunkhouse,
Safari tents, camping.
The Lodge is perfect for eco educational tours.

Konka
014-5975955
www.konka.co.za
Sports camps, Rugby, Netball, Soccer, Team  Building

Travel & Sport
012-3489000
www.travelandsport.com
Any sport team to any sport destination

General Emergency Contact Numbers:

Service Type       Number

Provincial Ambulance      107 or 10177

Netcare 911 Ambulance      082 911

ER24 Ambulance       084 124

Flying Squad Police       10111

Cell phone Emergency      112

Snake Expert Private (Andre Lourens)  072 124 2114

“Homework”

Prior to going on holiday or when you go as a

school group to a camp site, ensure that you know

the following / have the following contact numbers

available:

Emergency services’ number

Snake expert number

Closest hospital Casualty number

Poison centre

Find out which venomous snakes occur in

 which area and how to identify them

Ensure that members in the group or camp

 site staff are in possession of a valid First Aid

 or  Paramedical qualification.

DIRECTORY
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